
Crisis Update #1:  
 

As the committees of the United Nations Summit are responding to the diamond mine explosion 

in South Africa, the lives of trapped workers are at risk. The mine’s explosion also creates health 

concerns and harms the environment in surrounding communities due to the harmful residue 

from the explosion, leaving people trapped in highly dangerous conditions. Reporters from 

across the globe have gathered the following information. First of all, we now know that roughly 

a third of all workers in the mine were illegally employed child workers. As previously released, 

initial casualties caused by the explosion are roughly 170 workers, comprising of 15% of all 

employees in the mine. A confirmed 80 victims remain trapped in underground tunnels facing 

dehydration, starvation, and risk of exacerbating any injuries they have already sustained. First 

contact was made with a group of around fifteen miners on March 28th; doctors are currently 

creating packages of glucose solutions and ulcer-preventing drugs until solid food can be 

delivered. Meanwhile, local hospitals are struggling to keep up with the influx of injured pit 

mine workers and those who emerged uninjured are facing the financial repercussions of the 

mine’s closure.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Crisis Update #2: 
 

Shocking the international community, leaked documents uncovered by one our reporters in the 

field has brought new evidence to light regarding the company which owns and operates the 

diamond mine. According to the leak, we have reason to believe that the explosion could have 

occurred due to the flawed infrastructure in the mine. This has caused outrage among families of 

those trapped by this disaster as well as the local and international community. A peaceful 

demonstration was staged at a temporary tent city that sprang up near the mine, with protesters 

calling for investigations and justice. The company’s stocks have crashed and several executives 

have quit, stalling infrastructure repair efforts in the future. Further released information 

indicates that two child workers in separate locations have died. As for the surviving miners, 

sanitation remains a concern given the humid underground environment. They are at risk for 

fungal, dental, and dermatological infections, in addition to the obvious health risks from lack of 

nutrition. Psychologists have also expressed concern about their mental state as a result of the 

high-stress situation. Causing more outrage toward the mine owners, harmful pollutants and 

residue from the mine’s explosion seem to be seeping into local natural resources. The 

contamination of local water sources will cause lasting damage to South African water supplies, 

including the nearby agricultural sector. Consumption of contaminated water can also spread 

dysentery-based diseases and result in other ramifications.  

 


